Six-dimensional quantum dynamics of H2 dissociative adsorption on the Pt(211) stepped surface.
Results of experimental studies, and theoretical calculations utilizing classical trajectories, have shown that dissociation of H2 on the Pt(211) stepped surface is enhanced at low energies by a molecular trapping mechanism. Because quantum effects can play a large role at the low energies and long lifetimes that characterize molecular trapping, we have undertaken quantum dynamics calculations for this system, the first to treat all molecular degrees of freedom of a gas molecule reacting on a stepped metallic surface. The calculations show that molecular trapping persists in the quantum system, but only at much lower energies than experimentally seen, pointing to possible deficiencies in the potential energy surface. Classical and quasiclassical trajectory calculations on the same potential provide a reasonable picture of reaction overall, but many of the finer details are inaccurate, and certain classical reaction mechanisms are entirely invalid. We conclude that some skepticism should be shown toward any classical study for which long-lived trapping states play a role.